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The purpose of this paper is to provide some new examples of periodic 
resolutions of period 2, by means of 2 by 2 generic matrices and 2 by 2 generic 
symmetric matrices. 
Let (R, m) be a commutative noetherian local ring and let 
IF: .-. -+Fi+, d’& kFi-, --+ .a- -+F, AFO 
be an exact sequence of finitely generated free R-modules. We regard this as a 
free resolution of Coker d, , and say that the resolution is periodic of period n if 
for all i > 0, Fi+n = Fi and di+n = di . The resolution is minimal if Im di C mFi 
for all i > 0. 
Over commutatives rings, the only known periodic resolutions have period 2. 
Eisenbud [2, Theorem 4.11 proves that when R is a complete intersection, if [F 
is a minimal free resolution and {rankFi} is bounded, then [F becomes periodic 
of period 2 after at most 1 + dim R steps. He also notes that, in general, if a 
resolution has period 2 then (rankF,} is constant. Thus resolutions of period 2 
are in 1-I correspondence with pairs (X, Y) of n by n matrices such that 
KerX=ImY and Ker Y = Im X. Eisenbud also gives a construction of 
resolutions of period 2 which is general enough to account for every periodic 
minimal resolution over a complete intersection [2, Theorem 5.21. The con- 
struction is this: let x E m be a non-zero-divisor on R, and let X and Y be n by n 
matrices such that XI’ = x1, = YX, where 1, is the n by n identity matrix. 
Let “-” denote reduction modulo xR. Then 
is exact, and thus a periodic .&!-free resolution of period 2. 
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In the introduction in [2], Eisenbud mentions that all the known examples 
of periodic resolutions of period 2 over local rings arise from his construction. 
Thus we believe that our examples, which are constructed in a quite different, 
but very natural way, are of interest. 
In Section 1 we give some results about R-sequences which we make frequent 
use of later. Two of them require that R contain a field K, and so that assumption 
is in force in Sections 2 and 3. Our first construction is given in Section 2, and 
the other, whose proof is fairly involved and depends upon the first, in Section 3. 
The basic idea is simple. But first, some notation. For a matrix I’, its transpose 
is denoted by VT, and Iy will be the ideal generated by the entries of V. Now 
let X and E’ be a generic pair of 2 x 2 matrices, i.e., we assume that their eight 
entries, taken together, form an R-sequence. Denoting by ‘I-” reduction modulo 
I XY Y we clearly have a complex R2 --tp R2 -+;p R2, i.e., XT = 0. In fact we 
show (Corollary 2.2) that Ker X = Im Y. Of course, this does not yield a 
periodic resolution of period 2 since YX # 0. We get around this by proving 
the same result for a generic pair (X, Y) of symmetric 2 x 2 matrices, i.e., a pair 
whose six distinct entries form an R-sequences. For then Irr = Ityx)r = Ixrrr = 
I XY 9 and thus by symmetry, Ker P = ImX, yielding a resolution of period 2. 
We return to the generic pair of (nonsymmetric) 2 x 2 matrices in Section 3. 
Let I =: Ixxr + I,, , and denote reduction modulo I by “m”. Now Xp = 0 = 
FX, and by symmetry, to prove that 
is exact, it is only necessary to show that Ker X = Im p. As we mentioned 
earlier, this depends upon the analogous result given in Section 2 for symmetric 
matrices. It is also necessary to know the associated primes of I in the ring of 
polynomials in the entries of X and Y with coefficients in the field K. We show 
(Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 3.5) that I is the intersection of three prime ideals: 
I,, Iy , and (1, det X, det Y). 
All rings in this paper are assumed to be commutative. 
1. PROPERTIES OF R-SEQUENCES 
Recall that if R is any commutative ring and M is any R-module, a sequence 
of elements z, ,..., z, in R is an M-sequence if (z, ,..., z,)M # M, .z, is regular 
(i.e., a non-zero-divisor) on M, and for 2 < i < n, zi is regular on M/(x1,..., z,)M. 
Our main concern is with the case M = R. 
We begin with a lemma from [6] which we shall use often. 
LEMPU 1.1 [6, Lemma 3.11. Let z1 ,..., z, be an R-sequence. Then a,z, +e.- + 
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a,z, = 0 -=> [a, ,..., &Jr = B[z, ,...) Zn-yr where B is an n :< n alternating 
matrix, i.e., a skew-symmetric matrix with all Bii = 0. 
Remark. We state explicitly that Bii = 0 since in rings of characteristic 2 
this is not implied by skew-symmetry. 
An important and well-known feature of M-sequences is their permutability, 
given certain mild restrictions on R and M. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let R be a noetherian ring which is either: (i) local, with 
maximal ideal m, or (ii) graded. Let z1 ,..., z, be elements of R, which, in case (i), 
are in m, and in case (ii), are homogeneous of positive degree. Let M be an R-module 
which, if R is local, is finitely generated, and if R is graded, is also graded. Then 
qz, )..., z, is an M-sequence, so is any permutation of the z’s. 
Proof. The local case is [5, Theorem 1191, and the graded case is [I, 
Corollary 2.91. 
The next proposition allows one to deduce results about R-sequences from 
corresponding results for independent indeterminates over a field K, provided 
R 1 K, and R and the R-sequence satisfy the hypotheses of the preceding 
proposition. This technique will be demonstrated in the proof of the subsequent 
corollary and again in Sections 2 and 3. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let R and x1 ,..., z, satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition 1.2. 
Assumefurther that R contains afield K. Then z, ,..., z, is an R-sequence o zl,...,zn 
are algebraically independent over K and R is a flat K[z, ,..., z,]-module. 
Proof. The local case is [3, Theorem] and the graded case is [7, Proposition 
1.31. 
COROLLARY 1.4. R and z1 ,..., z, as above. If .zl ,..., z, is an R-sequence and Q 
is an ideal in K[z, ,..., z,], where k < n, then z~+~ ,..., z, is an R/QR-sequence. 
Proof. Let A = K[z, ,..., z,]. Then R is A-flat, by Proposition 1.2. Further- 
more, since the z’s are algebraically independent over K, A/QA * B[z~+~,...,z,J, 
where B = K[z, ,..., zJQ. Thus .zlr+t ,..., a, is an A/QA-seqeuence. Since R is 
A-flat and RIQR x. A/QA @))a R, zLfl ,..., z, is an RIQR-sequence. 
2. For the remainder of this paper we assume that R is noetherian and 
contains a field K. Furthermore, R is either local with maximal ideal m, or else 
R is graded. X and Y will denote 2 x 2 matrices over R: X = G: E;] and 
Y = [Ll:z], where the x’s and 3~‘s are in m if R is local, or if R is graded, are 
homogeneous with deg .vi and degJli positive constants. For any matrix FV, I,. 
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will denote the ideal generated by the entries of V. We denote by “-” reduction 
modulo I,r . 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let R = K[x, ,..., x4 , w1 ,..., m,] be a poijvzomial ring over 
the field K. Suppose that yi E K[w, ,..., wn], 1 < i < 4, are homogeneous poly- 
nomials of the same degree, and that either y1 # yz or y3 # ya . Assume also that 
det X is regular on R/I, . Then over w = R/I,, , Ker X = Im 7. 
Proof. From the definition of Irr it follows immediately that Im PC Ker X. 
Now suppose [%r , ,%s]r E: Ker X. Then, in particular, xrz, + xazs E Ixy . So 
vl + x23 = adwl + x2y3) + a2(xly2 + x2y4) 
+ 4x335 + x4Y3) + a4@3Y2 + x4Y4)- 
Thus X&G - wl - a2y2) + x ( 2 2, - aly3 - a2y4) E 0, where Q = (x3y1 + 
xay3 , x3ys + x4ys)R. We shall show that x r , xa is an R/Q-sequence. First note 
that by our hypothesis on the y’s, x3y1 + x, ya and x3 ya + xq y4 are homogeneous 
polynomials in R. Now R/(x, , xa) w K[x3, x, , wr ,..., wa] which is a UFD. 
Thus if xsyr + x4y3 , x3yz + x4y4 were not an R/(x, , x,)-sequence, then these 
two elements of K[w, ,..., w,][x3 , x4] of degree 1 would have a common factor 
of degree 1, and hence they would be equal. But x3 and xq are relatively prime 
and so yr - ys would be a multiple of x, and y3 - y4 a multiple of x3 . Since 
yi E K[w, ,..., w,], both yr - ya and y3 - y4 would be 0, contradicting our 
assumption. Thus x3y1 + x4y3 , x3ya + x4y4 is an R/(x, , x,)-sequence. But 
x1 , xs is clearly an R-sequence, so x1 , xs , x3 yr + x4ys , x3 ys + x4y4 is an 
R-sequence. Since the members of this sequence are all homogeneous polyno- 
mials of positive degree, the permuted sequence x3y1 + x4y3 , x3yz + x4ya, 
x, , x, is an R-sequence (Proposition 1.2). Thus x1 , xs is an R/Q-sequence, as 
claimed. Therefore, for some r E R, 
x1 - 435 - a2y2 = rx2 (mod PI, 
z2 - w3 - a2Y4 = ---I (mod 8). 
Hence [q,z21T = al[y,,y31T + a2[y2,y.JT + y[x2, -xJ (mod I,,> since 
Q=Ix,. Now [ yl , y3]* and [y2 , ydr are in Im Y. Since x3zl + x4z2 E I,r by 
hypothesis, it follows that 7(x2x3 - x1x4) E Ixy , i.e., T det X E Ixy . ButIXY C Ir , 
and by hypothesis, det X is regular on R/I, , so Y E I, . Let r = c;‘=r biyi . We 
have 
481/63/2-5 
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Hence ~[%a , -%J = & bi ri[y2 , --&IT E Im P. Thus [%r , zJ~ E Im F, and 
so Ker X C Im P, completing the proof. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Suppose x1 ,..., x4 , y1 ,..., y4 is un R-sequence (i.e., X and 1 
are a “genericpair of 2 x 2 matrices”). Then KerX = Im y. 
Proof. By Proposition 1.3, R is A-flat, where A is the polynomial ring 
K[x, ,..., xq , yi ,..., y4]. Since A/I, e K[x, ,..., x4], det X is regular on A/I, . 
The other hypotheses of Proposition 2.1 are obviously satisfied by A, and SO 
the sequence A2 -+’ $ --+x A2 is exact. Tensoring with the flat A-module R, 
we obtain the desired exact sequence @ --+’ R” --tR R2. 
Essentially the same proof yields: 
COROLLARY 2.3. Suppose x1 ,..., x4 , y1 , y2 , y4 is an R-sequence and ya = y2 
(so Y = YT). Then Ker X = Im P. 
Next we consider the case where X is symmetric. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let X = XT. Suppose q , x2, x4 , y3 , y4 is an R-sequence 
and det X is regular on R/I, . Then Ker X = Im F. 
Proof. Let [sl , %2]T E Ker X. Then 3a, E R, 1 < i < 4, such that 
xlzl + x2zZ = al(xlyl + x2Y3’s) + a2(xly2 + X2Y4) 
+ a3(x2yl + x4~3) + a4(x2Y2 + x4y4)- 
Thus GG - wl - a2y2) + x2(z2 - w3 - a2y4 - a3Y1 - a4Y2) = x4@3Y3 + 
a,y,). Since xi , x2 , x4 is an R-sequence, it follows from Lemma 1.1 that 
and 
2, = alyl + a2y2 + hG2 + 43x4 p 
x2 = aly3 f a2y4 - h2xl + b23x4 + ‘3x-t a4Y29 
a3y3 + a4y4 = h33 + b292 
for some bij E R, 1 < i,j < 3. Hence 
(*) 
k1 , z21 = ah5 , hl + 432 , r4l + 42b2 v -4 
+ x4P13 , b2J + lo, a335 + a4y21. (**) 
By Proposition 1.2, xi , x, , y3 , y4 is an R-sequence. Applying Lemma 1 .I to (*), 
there is a 4 x 4 alternating matrix [cij] such that 
PI3 I b2, 9 --a3 , -u4l = II% 9 x2 , Y3 9 Y41[%1. 
Thus “a[h, , 6221 + [o, a,Y, + a,?‘21 = c21x4[x2 I -Xl] + C2,@4Y3 9 %Yll + 
c~J~~JG , +d + ~2[0, 3c2y1 + 3~~~~1 + c42P, xzy2 + x4y41 + ca4P1 det Yl- 
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Substituting into (**) the right side of this equation for the left, and reducing 
modulo Ixr: 
-- _- By hypothesis, xzzl + x4+ = 0. Furthermore [ yi , y.Jr and [ &, , ya]r are in 
Im P C Ker X. Therefore (6,s + czlxI) det X E Ixy C 1r . Since det X is 
assumed to be regular on R/I, ,6,, + czlzr = If=, diyi . By the same argument 
as the one given at the end of the proof of Proposition 2.1, it follows that 
(& + &~Q[z~ , --zJ* E Im y. H ence [%r , ~sZp E Im y. Thus Ker X = Im y. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let X = XT. Suppose x1 , x2 , x4 , y1 , yz , y3 , ya is an 
R-sequence. Then Ker X = Im P. 
Proof. We need only show that det X is regular on R/I,, , and this follows, 
since R is A-flat, where A = qx, , x2 , x4, y1 ,..., yJ, from the regularity of 
det X on A/(y, ,..., y4). 
Combining Corollaries 2.3 and 2.5 we obtain: 
COROLLARY 2.6. bt Y = YT. Suppose xlc1,x2,xa,x4,yl,ya,y4 is an 
R-sequence. Then Ker X = Im P and Ker v = Im XT. 
Proof. The first statement is just Corollary 2.3. For the second, substitute 
Y for X and XT for Y in Corollary 2.5 and note that Ixy = I(xu~~ = IyrxT = 
I YXT * 
We come now to the last and main result of this section, which yields our 
first example of a periodic resolution of period 2. 
COROLLARY 2.7. Let X = Xr and Y = YT. Suppose xl , x2 , x4 , y1 , ys , yI 
is an R-sequence. Then Ker X = Im P and (by symmetry) Ker P = Ker X. 
Proof. This follows from Proposition 2.4 in the same way that Corollary 2.5 
did. 
3. We have seen (Corollary 2.2) that if (X, Y) is a generic pair of 
2 x 2 matrices, then, module the smallest ideal such that XY = 0, Ker X = 
Im y. This suggests that to obtain a resolution of period 2 we consider the ideal 
I = IXY + IYX , which is the smallest ideal modulo which both XY = 0 and 
YX E 0. Denote reduction modulo I by “w”. The main result of this section is 
COROLLARY 3.8. s?.et xl ,...,x,,yl ,..., y4 be an R-sequence. Then Ker .r = 
ImPandKerP=ImX. 
The proof is rather long, and depends on Corollary 2.7 and on establishing a 
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primary decomposition for I in the case R = K[x, ,..., xq , yi ,..., y4]. We begin 
with a simple lemma which will be used toward the end of this section. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let A be any ring, [ai , a,]T E A’, and X any 2 x 2 matrix. 
Let X* be the classical adjoint of X. Suppose that X[aa, , a,]T = 0. Then a,(Im X*) 
C h y  a,lTA, for i q = 1, 2. 
Proof. Xx = [-z -!$I, and by hypothesis, xsua = -x+, and xaa, = -xQul . 
Thus if {e, , es) is the standard basis of AZ, 
qX*e, = [x4al , -x3aJT == [xpul , x4a,lT = x4[ul , a,lT, 
a,X*e, = [-x3u1 , xlu,lT = [-xzal , -xeu,lT = -xe[a, , a,lT, 
and similarly, we find u,X*ei E [a, , a,lTA for i = 1,2. 
From now on we let A = K[x, ,..., .x4 , yi ,..., y4], where the x’s and y’s are 
algebraically independent over K. Let J = (1, det X, det Y)A, where, as we 
stated earlier, I = Ixy + Iyx . 
LEMnti 3.2. (i) J n Ix == (I, det X)A, and (ii) J n I, n I, = I. 
Proof. (i) Let r E J n I, . Then since r E J, r = a + b(det X) + c(det Y), 
where a E I. Since (1, det X) Cl, and r E I,, we have c(det Y) E 1,. But 
I, = (x1 )... , x,J is prime in A, det Y 6 I,, and by Cramer’s rule, I,(det Y) CI, , 
so Y E (I, det X). Therefore J n I, C (I, det X), and since the reverse inclusion 
is obvious, equality is established. 
For (ii) we must show that (I, det X) n I, = I. The proof is quite similar to 
that for (i) and so we omit it. 
Once we have proved that J is prime, Lemma 3.2 (ii) will give the primary 
decomposition of I as the intersection of three primes. The first step is to 
localize at the multimplicative set {xrn 1 n > 0}, or equivalently, to adjoin x;r 
to x4. 
LEMMA 3.3. JA[xr’] is prime in A[x;‘]. 
Proof. It follows from Cramer’s rule that x,(det Y) E Iyx and y,(det X) E Ir,r , 
i= 1 ,..., 4. Furthermore, yl(det X) = yi(det XT) E IXT~T = ItyX)r = I,, . In 
particular, 
x1(x3y1 + hod = X&GY~ + GYJ + yddet Xl, 
.+3~~2 + x4y4) = &QY~ + x,Y.A + yddet -9, 
%(%TYl + %Y*) = %@lYl + XSYZ) + Ydd& XL 
&QY~ + GYP) = 3czh~~ + x3y4) + yddet Xh 
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Hence .JA[x;‘] is generated by the following set: 
hyl$- x2Y3y w2 + x2Y4t wl + x3Yz, w3 $ x3y4, det-Q. 
SO JA[@] =(yl + x2y3$,y1 + ~~Y~x~')A[x~'] +L, whereL = (ya + xsy&, 
y3 + X3Y4XT1, x4 - .~c~x~x;-~) A[$]. Let A’ = A[.v;‘]/I,, and J’ = jA[$]/L. 
Then 
A’ = ml > x2 9 x3 , Yl I y41m. 
AWl/JAWl e A’/ J’ = K[x, , x2 , x3 9 Yl 9 Y4lWl/(Y~ - W3Y4G2) m 
+1 9 x2 9 x3 ? Y4 ][xy’] which is clearly a domain. Hence JA[xy’] is prime. 
To prove that J is prime in A it suffices to prove: 
PROPOSITION 3.4. x1 is regular on A/J. 
Proof. Suppose x1 f  E J. Then x1 f  E J n I, = (I, det X) (Lemma 3.2(i)), So 
$f = al($yl f  x2Y3) + a2(w2 -t x2Y4) + '3@3Yl+ x4Y3) 
+ a4@3y2 -t x4y4) + 61(xlYl + x3Y2) + b2(x2yl + x4Y2) 
+ 4(X1y3 + x3Y4) + b4(x2y3 + x3Y4) + a(xP1c4 - '2'3). 
Rearranging, we have: 
xl(f - (4 + QY, - azy2 - b3y3 - a4> 
= x,((a, + b4)y3 -S- azy4 + b2yI - ax31 + Ye@4 + hb3 + b2x4) 
+ y4((a4 + b4)x4 + b3x3) + a3(x3Yl + 3E4y3). (1) 
Now let Q = (syr + x,y,)A, and reduce (1) module Q: 
%(f - @I + b,)y, - a2y2 - b3y2 - b3y3 - ax4) 
= x2((al + b4)y3 f a2y4 + b23'1 - ax3) fY2(@4 + bk3 + k4) 
+ Y4(@4 + b4b4 + eP3) (mod Q>. (2) 
Now x3y, + x4y3 is cleady regular on A/(x, , x2, y2 , y4) = K[x3 , x4 , y1 , ~~1. 
Thusx,,x,,y,,y, , x3y1 + x4y3 is an A-sequence, and since these polynomials 
are all homogeneous, the permuted sequence x3y1 + x4y3, x1 , x2, y2 , y4 is 
also an A-sequence (Proposition 1.2). Hence by Lemma 1.1 there is a 4 x 4 
alternating matrix [rii] such that 
-f + (a, -b b,) ~1 + ~2~2 + 63~3 + “~4 Xl 
(al -k 64) Y3 + a2Y4 -b 62~1 - m3 
(a4 + 6,) x3 + 6,x4 
(~4 + 64) ~4 + 63x3 1 ii = PiJ i: (mod Q). Y4 
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Since Q C J, 
f = (‘1 + h)yl + %yZ + ‘3Y3 + -4 - ‘I$2 - ‘13Y2 - ‘14Y4 (mod I) (3) 
We also get: 
‘12% - ‘23Y2 - ‘24Y4 + la1 + b4)Y3 + %Y4 + 62Yl - (yx3 = sl(x3Yl + x4Y3h t4) 
y13x1 + y23X2 - Y34Y4 + (a4 + 4)x3 + b-4 = S2@3Ylf X4Y3h (5) 
‘l’lrxl + ‘2&‘2 + ‘34Y2 + la4 + b4)x4 + b3 = ‘3tx3Yl + x4Y3)e (6) 
Rearranging (4), (5), and (6) yields: 
‘12% - (a + %Ylb3 + b2Yl + bl + b4 - SlX4)Y3 - y23Y2 + (a, - I24)Y4 = O. 
(4’) 
‘13’1 + y23xZ + @4 + h - s2Yl)x3 + @2 - s2Y3)x4 - ‘34Y4 = O, (5’) 
r14xl + ‘2ax2 + @3 - s3Yl)x3 + @4 + b4 - s3Y3)x4 + r34Y2 = O* (6’) 
To solve this system, we begin with (6’). Since x1 , x2 , xs , x4 , ys is an A- 
sequence, there is a 5 x 5 alternating matrix [cd such that 
[y14 , y24 , b3 - s3Y1 , u4 + b4 - s3Y3 , y34]’ = [cij][% , x2 , x3 1 x4 , Y2]=* (7) 
Substituting the values thus obtained for Ye and a4 into (5’) and rearranging, 
we have 
ly13 - C14X3 + clSY4)xl + (‘23 - ‘2rx3 + ‘25Y4jX2 
+ (h - 64 - 54x3 - S2Yl + say3 + C45Y2 + G5Y4)Xa 
+ @2 - ‘2Y3 + ‘45Y4b4 = O’ (8) 
Since xl , x2, x3 , x4 is an A-sequence, there is a 4 x 4 alternating 
matrix [&I such that 
[6:;6j =x3 [;I -y4 [g] +y3 [!J + [s2ylic45y.j 
+ [hj][Xl 9 x2 t *3 3 JEpl** (9) 
Substituting into (4’) the values obtained from (9) for Ye , 6,. and 6, , and 
from (7) for r24, we obtain, after simplifying and rearranging: 
&2 - h4Yl + h2Y2 + h3Y3 + Cl2Y4) + X2(-&Y1 + h?3Y3) 
- x3@ + @34 + %)Yl + k24 + d23)Y2 + ‘34Y3 + c23Y4) 
- x4(d24Y2 + (& + sl)Y3 + ‘24Y4) + Y3bl + ‘1 + ‘45Y2 + ‘3Y3 + ‘35Y4) 
+ Y4@2 - ‘45Yd = O. (10) 
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Sincexl,x,,x3,x4,Y3,Y4 is an A-sequence, there is a 6 x 6 alternating 
matrix kij such that 
Yl2 - 44~1 + dny, + dl,y, + ~12~4 Xl 
-4ol+ 43~3 x2 
a+ (6 + %)YI + (C24 + dzs)Yz + CsaYs + '2Sy4 
4.oz + (44 + ~1) ~3 + ~24~4 
= [hl x3 
a1 + 4 + C45Y!2 + 53Y3 + C35Y4 
4 - C45Yl i' 
x4 
Y3 
Ya 
In particular, looking at the second and fourth components of (11): 
- (11) 
day1 + (k,s - d&3 + 43~4 - &xl - ks.+s - k,,Jc, = 0, (12) 
4s~~ + (da + ~1 - k,,)y, + (c a, - k&4 + kuxl - &xx, - &,4x3 = 0. (13) 
Using (7), (9), and (11) to substitute back into (3), we find, after simplifying: 
-f = x,W, + sl- k,)y, + (4s + c, - My2 - k,,xz + k,x,l 
+ X&~YI + ~s,Y, + &xx, + b41 (mod J>. (14) 
In order to evaluate the right side of (14) we shall first solve (12) and then (13). 
Sinceyl,y3,y4,xl,x3, 4 x is an A-sequence, there is a 6 x 6 alternating 
matrix [p,J such that 
[du 3 K25 - d, 3 ha 3 -klz 3 --Km 9 -43 = [Pijl[Yl) ~3 3 ~4 9 XI 9 ~3 9 ~41~. (15) 
Substituting the values obtained for dr4 and kti into (13) and rearranging, we 
have: 
Ad,, + s, - 4s +$‘12Y2 +!'a~%) +Y4&4 - k43 + P13y2 +hXz) 
+ x1(+kl4+$'14y2 +f'aa%) + x3(-k34 +hyz + f'se%) 
+ Aac%Y* + X4Y2) = 0. (16) 
Now x,y, -t X4y2 is q&r on Al(y3 ,y4, 9, ~3) * @$,x4 ,Y~,YzI and 30 
y3 , y4 , x1 , x3 , xzyl + x4y2 is an A-sequence. Since (xayi + x4y.J C J, there is 
a 4 x 4 alternating matrix fqii] such that 
If we now use (15) and (17) to substitute back into (14), we find that f = 0 
(mod J). Thus x1 is regular on A/J. 
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Combining Lemma 3.3 and Proposition 3.4 we have: 
THEOREM 3.5. J is prime in A. 
Remark. (Ixy , det X, det I) is also prime in A. In fact, Huneke [4] has 
proved the following more general result: Let X be an r x 71 matrix of in- 
determinates and Y an n x s matrix of indeterminates where all the inde- 
terminates considered together are algebraically independent. Then the ideal in 
Z[xij , yik] (where 2 = the integers) generated by Ixy together with all a + 1 x 
a+lminorsofX,andallb+l xb+lminorsofY,isprimeifa+b,(n. 
Recall that for ideals B and C in a ring S, B : C = (s E S 1 SC C B}. 
LEMMA 3.6. I : (yz - yJ = (I, det X). 
Proof. Since yi det X E 1, (I, det X) C I : (ya - ya). To prove the reverse 
inclusion it suffices to show that ya - y3 is regular on A/(1, det X). But if it is 
not, then y2 - y3 must belong to some associated prime of (I, det X). By 
Lemma 3.2(i), (1, det X) = J n Ix, and since J and I, are both prime, they 
are precisely the associated primes of (I, det X). Clearly ya - ys belongs to 
neither one, and so we are done. 
We come now to the main results of this section. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let S = A/I. Th en Ker(X @ ls) = Im(Y @ Is) and 
Ker( Y @ 1 s) = Im(X @ 1 s). 
Proof. By symmetry we need only prove the first equality. Clearly 
Im(Y@ls)CKer(X@ls). Let x1 =ya-ya and za =~a--xa. Let T = 
4% 9 2 z ). Then X @ lr and I’ @ lr are a generic pair of symmetric 2 x 2 
matrices over T x= K[x, , x2 , x4 , y1 , yz , y4]. 
Now if U, and U, are symmetric then (U, Ua)= = U, U, and so Iulu, = Iupul . 
Thus I~xgl,)(rgl,) = I(yglr)(x~l+ . By definition, I = IxY + IYx . It follows 
that (I + (zl , 4)/(~1 ,d = I(x~l,~(y~lr) . Hence 
Let s = S/(ZQ and i = S/(5 r , .Q. Then by Corollary 2.7, Ker 8 = Im ?. 
The idea of the proof now is to show that this implies Ker x = Im p, which in 
turn implies Ker(X @ 1 s) = Im( Y @ 1 s). 
So let u E Ker k Then u = 6, for some w E Sa. Thus i E Ker 2 = Im 9, 
so v” = c(G) for some w E s2. Hence 6 - p(S) = Za$,, for some v,, E Sa. Thus 
&2($J = X(2*6,) = X(4) - XP(ti) = 0. 
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We claim that annS(lJ = ( j1 , J& , j4). First note that s/( $I , j,, ,1J w 
ANY 1,,2’2~h,Y4 ) R+ K[x, , x2, xg , x4], and so ~2~ = & - 5& is regular on 
SK9 1 , $2 , g4). Therefore annS(s2) C ( JJ , j, , g4). For the reverse inclusion: 
jl(G2 - i3) = (since x3y1 + x,yx ~1) 4, j1 + i4qj3 
=~2g1+i4g2=0 @rice %yl + x4y2 El); 
92(42 .- &) = --4,g, - i&g2 = 0 tsince "lyl+ w2, wl + X3Y2EI); 
j4(& - 4) = --41g, - LQ4 = -.s1g3 - 2, g4 = 0. 
Now since 1,2?(6,,) = 0, it follows that x(6,) E (& , Q2 , g4)sz. Let s* = 
s/( J$ , -q2 , j,). Then x*(6,*) = 0. But s+ = A/(y, , y2 , y3 , y4), and so 
det J?+ is regular on s #. Therefore x# is l-l. Hence Go+ L- 0, i.e., 6, E ( j$ , 
92 , g4)s2. But then Z26, = 0, and thus $ = p(d) E Im P, proving that Ker x = 
Im P. 
To show that Ker(X @ 1 s) = Im(Y @ Is), we shall show, by induction, 
that for all K > 1, 
Ker(X @ 1 s) C Im( Y @ 1 s) + z11cs2. 
Let QLE Ker(X @ Is). Th en aZEKerx=ImP, and so &= p&B;), &E$. 
Thus OL - (Y @ l#,) = 2$x1 , for some q E s”, which proves our assertion 
for k-== I. Now assume it for k = 71 > 1: 
Hence (X @ Is)(q) E ann,(QS2 = det(X @ ls)P (by Lemma 3.6), and so 
(X @ Is)(q) = det(X @ 1s) . y, f or some y E S2. Thus (X @ ls)(ol,) = 
(X @ ls)(X @ Is)*(y), where Ii* denotes the classical adjoint of U. Therefore 
01~ - (X @ Is)*(r) E Ker(X @ Is). By our induction hypothesis, o(~ - 
(X @ Is)*(y) = (Y @ I#,) + z?~%, , for some ol, ,fl, E s”. Thus 
= (Y 0 ls)(&) + %1(X 0 l,)*(Y) i- %(,(l-' 0 L)(/%) + ~r+l% . 
By Lemma 3.1, zl(X @ Is)*(y) E Im( Y 0 Is). Hence 
01 E Im(Y @ Is) + Z$+lS2. 
The inductive step is complete and so Ker(X @ 1 J C ok (%1ks2 + Im( Y @ 1 s)). 
Now S is a graded ring, since I is a homogeneous ideal in the polynomial 
ring A. The entries of Y are homogeneous of degree 1, so that Im( Y @ ls) is a 
graded submodule of .!P. Hence every associated prime P of the graded S-module 
,!P/Im(Y @ ls) is h omogeneous. Since (?JS is also homogeneous, (,QS + P 
# S. Thus by [8, Chap. VIII, Sect. 4, Theorem 81, & (%1KS2 + Im(Y @ Is)) = 
481/63/2-6 
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Im( Y @ 1 S). Hence Ker(X @ 1 S) C Im( I7 @I 1 S), an since the reverse inclusion d 
is obvious, the equality is proved. 
Letting i? = R/I, we have, by the same flatness argument used to deduce 
Corollary 2.2 from Proposition 2.1, 
COROLLARY 3.8. Let x1 ,..., x4 , yl ,..., y4 be an R-sequence. Then Ker x = 
ImPandKerP=Imz. 
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